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PART 1: THE CRISIS IN CIVIL LIBERTIES. PAST AND PRESENT

IT'S AFREE COUNTRY

the contrary, we all value both, and we cannot enjoy either one without the
other. This is not a zero-sum game. Cutbacks on our freedom do not necessarily
guarantee gains to our safety. Conversely, there are measures that can enhance
our safety without cutting back on our freedom.
Since September II, I have repeatedly been asked, 'J\.ren't you willing to give
up some freedom to increase your safety?" Of course, like any rational person,
my answer is "Yes!" Unlike our attackers, I certainly do not seek martyrdom.

CONSERVATIVES AND LIBERALS UNITE TO CONSERVE LIBERTY AND SECURITY

And I do not share the sentiment expressed in Patrick Henry's famous state-
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ment, "Give me liberty or give me death!"
Conversely, though, no rational person would choose to give up freedom

INTRODUCTION

Without gaining safety. Unfortunately, though, too many measures that are now

The American Civil Liberties Union has always been staunchly non-partisan,
reflecting the fact that support for civil liberties-as well as opposition to
them-cuts across ideological lines. That general pattern is certainly true concerning our current defense of the many civil liberties that have been jeopardized
in the wake of the horrendous September II attacks. In the ACLU's efforts to
ensure that the U.S. remains both safe and free, our allies-inside and outside
government-have included individuals and organizations of every ideological
stripe, from the most liberal to the most conservative. In a related vein, since we
are championing our government's dual responsibilities to maintain both personal liberty and national security, our allies include not only civil libertarians,
but also national security experts.
Our government can and should protect both human life and human rights.
As the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution proclaims, "We the People" formed
our government "in Order to ... provide for the common defense .. . and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity." The monstrous terrorist
attacks on September II not only destroyed thousands of innocent lives. These
savage attacks also sought to destroy the intangible values symbolized by the

touted as countering terrorism are the worst of both worlds: they demonstrably
violate cherished rights, with no demonstrable security benefits. Worse yet,
some of these measures may well be counterproductive in terms of national
security. They therefore have been critiqued not only by civil libertarians, but
also by national security and law enforcement experts.
CRITIQUES OF PosT-9/II LIBERTY-INFRINGING MEASURES FROM A NATIONAL

SECURITY PERSPECTIVE

Many prominent present and past officials of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Central Intelligence Agency have criticized a number of
P0st -9/n measures specifically from a national security perspective . One such
critic is especially noteworthy, since he was the director of both the FBI and the
CIA under Presidents Reagan and Bush-William Webster. In November
he said:

200 1,

From 1981-2000, the FBI prevented more than 130 terrorist
attacks. We used good investigative techniques and lawful techniques. We did it without all the suggestions that we are going to
jump all over . . . people's private lives ... I don't think we need to
go in that direction!

targets: democracy, the rule of law, liberty, and equal opportunity. As President
Bush said on that dreadful date, we must bring the perpetrators of these atrocities "to justice,"' and we must prevent future such atrocities. Precisely because
we seek justice, our counterterrorism campaign must itself comply with standards of justice consistent with U.S. and international law. We must fight terrorism without undermining the very ideals that the terrorists themselves attacked.
We do not have to choose between national security and personal liberty. To

William Webster and I recently shared a platform at the University of
California at Santa Barbara, for what was billed as a "dialogue about national
security and personal liberty."3 It was appropriately called a dialogue rather than
a debate, since we agreed with each other far more than we disagreed.
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Significantly, Webster went out of his way to praise the ACLU and to stress that
our role is especially important in times of crisis, including the present.
Let me cite just a few of the post-9/n measures that have been condemned

These dragnet techniques have also been criticized because they are based on
ethnic or religious profiling. They therefore violate individual rights by substi-

execute, any non-citizen that the presid~nt deems a suspected terrorist, without
the most basic due-process protections. These tribunals have been denounced

tuting discriminatory stereotypes and guilt-by-association for individualized
suspicion. Thus, it is not surprising that civil libertarians have criticized this profiling approach on principled grounds . But many people are surprised to learn
that this profiling approach also has been criticized by counterterrorism experts
on pragmatic grounds, noting that it is ineffective at best, counterproductive at

by no less staunch a conservative than New York Times columnist William Safire,
who served as President Nixon's speechwriter. In Safire's words, this "infamous

Worst. That point was made, for example, by a group of senior U.S. intelligence
specialists in a memo sent to law enforcement agencies worldwide shortly after

... order replaces ... the American rule of law with military kangaroo courts." 4

September II,

In issuing regulations to implement the order, the Defense Department chose
to provide significantly more fair-trial protections than the order requires, but
the resulting procedures still fall far short of fundamental due-process norms
under U.S. and international law. Of gravest concern, the only appeal is to military judges, so there is no review by independent civilian judges. Accordingly,

file is just not as useful as looking for someone who behaves in a suspicious
manner. Indeed, the memo even suggested that overreliance on profiles might
be one of the reasons for our government's tragic failure to prevent the
September II attacks. According to these officials, 'J\.ny profile based on personal
characteristics . . . draws an investigator's attention toward too many innocent
people, and away from too many dangerous ones." 7

from the perspectives of both national security and personal liberty. One is the
president's Military Order authorizing military tribunals to try, and potentially

Safire continued to criticize these military tribunals and to urge that any prosecutions take place only in our civil courts. 5
As Safire and other critics have recognized, there is another serious downside
to the unilateral military tribunal order: It has caused U.S. allies to refuse to
extradite suspected terrorists to the U.S. Our government therefore loses the
opportunity not only to prosecute these suspects, but also to interrogate them.
We thus forfeit invaluable information that we could obtain from them to help
thwart future attacks.
Another widely criticized aspect of the government's post-9/n policies, from
the perspectives of both safety and freedom, is its use of mass dragnet interrogations, arrests, and incarcerations, sweeping in large groups of people based on
who they are, rather than what they have done. The targets of these dragnet
devices apparently have been selected based largely on national origin and religion, and not on evidence that they have any pertinent information about terrorism, let alone any involvement in terrorism.

2001.

The memo warned that looking for someone who fits a pro-

More recently, U .S. intelligence agencies have expressed increasing concern
th at future terrorist attacks may involve al-Qaida members from Asia or Africa,
expressly to elude the ethnic profiles that U.S. security personnel are apparently
now using. As one senior official said: "The next face . .. is not going to be an
Arab face, but possibly Indonesian, Filipino ... Malaysian ... or even African.
They understand the security profile we're operating on." 8
"SOLUTIONS" THAT Do NOT ADDRESS THE ACTUAL PROBLEM ONLY MAKE Us
LEss FREE, NOT MORE SAFE

I Would now like to take a step back from specific post-9/n measures to outline
general principles and analyses that we should use to assess any particular
measure. The overarching principle at stake was eloquently stated by
President Bush himself in his first statement to the American people after the
horrific attacks . The president hailed the U.S. as "the brightest beacon for

A remarkable article in the Washington Post in November 2001 quoted eight
former top FBI officials, on the record, criticizing these dragnet law enforcement
tactics as undermining effective counterintelligence. These former FBI officials,
including William Webster, concurred that this approach "will inevitably force
the bureau to close terrorism investigations prematurely, before agents can identify all members of a terrorist cell."6

f~eedom and opportunity in the world," and vowed that "no one will keep that
light from shining." 9 Ever since then, the ACLU has been working very hard
0
:, help the president keep that vow! In short, we can and should be both
safe and free," the unifying theme for all of the ACLU's post-9/n actions,
summarized in the "safe and free" section of our website. We must not let the
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terrorists terrify us into abandoning the very ideals that they attacked.
This point was powerfully made by Wisconsin Senator Russell Feingold,

Russian merchant ship and quickly disappeared. This incident prompted
Attorney General John Ashcroft to criticize the INS's chronic mismanagement

who courageously resisted the administration's unprecedented pressure on
Congress to enact the massive so-called "anti-terrorism" legislation immediately

of intelligence information in the strongest possible language, especially considering his strict religious beliefs: "[W]hat's happened in the INS is enough to
drive a man to drink." And this is only the latest in a series of similar slip-ups,

after the attacks, with almost no deliberation or debate. In Senator Feingold's
words:
It is very important that we give the Department of Justice and the
intelligence agencies the tools they need to combat and prevent terrorism. But it is also crucial that civil liberties in this country be
preserved, otherwise . .. terror will win this battle without firing a
shot.'

0

Consistent with these wise cautionary words of Senator Feingold, the ACLU
and our diverse allies are simply asking government officials to base any action
on some reasoned analysis, rather than acting- or reacting-in a panicked rush.
Of course, our government had to act swiftly to bolster its counterterrorism campaign in response to the September II catastrophe, but it could not do that effectively without understanding what went so tragically wrong on that dreadful
date. This was forcefully argued immediately following September II by
Congressman Bob Barr, the conservative Georgia Republican who has special
expertise on these issues given his background as a U.S. attorney and CIA official:
Our immediate reaction must not be to blindly expand law enforcement's investigative authority, or the government's prosecutorial
authority, without at least first engaging in a serious deliberative
effort to examine how and why execution of current authority was
not successful."

To date, there has been no showing that the government's colossal failure to
protect our personal safety or national security on September II had anything to
do with lack of law enforcement powers. Rather, many top law enforcement and
national security experts have said that the problem was, instead, a failure to

12

going beyond the INS, including the fact that two of the September II hijackers
Were on FBI watch lists of suspected terrorists, yet they were still allowed to
board the planes that day.
These gaffes underscore the fact that the U.S. government's failure to forestall
th e September II attacks does not appear to be due to the lack of power to obtain
information through surveillance and searches, so much as the failure to effectively process and act on the information it already has . A similar point was
made by Ashcroft himself, even while he was spearheading the Bush adminis:ration's push for what he called "sweeping powers"' 3 to engage in even more
intrusive, pervasive surveillance and searches under the new post-9/II antiterrorism law. Ashcroft expressly admitted that none of those "sweeping pow-

ers " Would have prevented the September II atrocities,' 4 nor can they protect us
a .
gainst another terrorist attack.

CONSERVATIVE CONGRESSIONAL ALLIES

Many members of Congress from both political parties have joined with the
ACLU and other citizen groups in resisting the rush to increase the already
expansive power of the executive branch of our federal government, including
th e broadscale power to spy on the communications and transactions of countless innocent individuals, with only minimal judicial oversight. Not surprisingly,
many respected conservatives are in our camp, since they also seek to limit government power, especially at the federal level.'5 Accordingly, our allies in preserving safety and freedom have included such prominent conservative
Republicans as Congressman Barr and House Majority Leader Dick Armey,
from Texas.

wrongly issued visa waivers for four Pakistanis who arrived in the U.S. on a

The ACLU has worked closely with Congressmen Barr and Armey throughout their congressional careers on issues of common concern-in particular, the
effort to protect personal privacy from unwarranted government surveillance.
'fhe resulting mutual respect and effective collaboration on these issues regardless of strong differences on other issues-was stressed by Bob Barr just a
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deploy effectively the ample powers that already existed.
Just as I was completing this piece, we saw yet another graphic illustration of
the government's shocking mishandling of the most basic information about terrorism. We learned that the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) had
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month after the terrorist attacks, when he and I happened to make back-to-back
appearances on Fox News TV's "Hannity & Colmes" show. We had been

crimes, not only terrorist or violent crimes. In fact, based on longstanding past

expressing similar criticisms of the administration's unjustified intrusions on
individual privacy and freedom in its domestic anti-terrorism campaign. I was on
air first, and when Barr subsequently came on camera, the liberal co-host, Alan
Colmes, kiddingly said to him, "Nadine Strossen on the way out said she'd be
happy to give you a card so you could be a card-carrying member of the
ACLU." Barr responded: "Well, I tell you, they have done tremendous work
over the last several years. We don't agree on everything, but they are a very
powerful ally."' 6
Dick Armey has collaborated with the ACLU on important privacy issues,
both before and after September II. For example, during the summer of 2001 the
ACLU and Armey held a joint press conference to announce our request that the
General Accounting Office study the increasingly pervasive hi-tech surveillance
devices that local governments are deploying against all of us when we drive or
walk in public places.' 7 In February 2002 the District of Columbia activated a
pervasive video surveillance network, citing-no surprise-concerns about terrorism. Unfortunately, this is all too typical of many post-9/n measures. The
government raises the spectre of terrorism as a purported justification for repressive laws and policies, and rather than stimulating debate, that mantra shuts it
down.
The anti-terrorist label should not scare politicians or the public into uncritical acquiescence. This point was stressed by Congressman Barr when John
Ashcroft first tried to stampede the House Judiciary Committee into rushing
through his new so-called anti-terrorism law right after September II.
Questioning the reason for the hurry, Barr asked:
Does it have anything to do with the fact that the Department [of
Justice] has sought many of these authorities on numerous other
occasions, has been unsuccessful in obtaining them, and now seeks
to take advantage of what is obviously an emergency situation ?'8

I regularly refer to the new law that Ashcroft pressured Congress to pass,
with the most minimal consideration, as the "so-called anti-terrorism law" for

experience, we can confidently predict that the government's new surveillance
Will largely be used not against violent terrorist crimes, but instead against the
consensual, nonviolent crimes of drug possession, gambling, and prostitution.
That has already been the case with the government's greatly increased surveillance powers under the 1996 anti-terrorism law, passed in the wake of the 1995
Oklahoma City bombing. Another reason why the "anti-terrorism" label is a
misnomer for the new law is that it empowers the government to spy on the
communications and transactions of completely innocent citizens who are not
suspected of any wrongdoing at all.
CONSERVATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL ALLIES

Just as the members of Congress who have criticized civil liberties violations in
the current crisis span the ideological spectrum, the same is true for citizens'
groups. Holding our government accountable to constitutional standards is a
core traditional American value cutting across all spectrums. That is why the
ACLU always has been staunchly non-partisan.
Immediately following the terrorist attacks, the ACLU spearheaded an
extraordinarily broad, diverse coalition of about 180 concerned citizens' groups.
In a September 20 press conference at the National Press Club in Washington,
D.c., we released a joint statement called, "In Defense of Freedom at a Time of
Crisis."' 9 The unprecedented breadth and diversity of the participants included
Prominent and influential organizations ranging from the left end of the political
spectrum-the Alliance for Justice, Americans for Democratic Action, Common
Cause, the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, and People for the American
WaY-to the right end-the American Conservative Union, Grover Norquist's
Americans For Tax Reform, Phyllis Schlafly's Eagle Forum, Paul Weyrich's Free
Congress Foundation, and major gun-owners' rights associations.
The overall thrust of the principles that this broad coalition endorsed can be
summed up as follows: We should not adopt measures just because they are
labeled as anti-terrorist; we should instead carefully evaluate each proposed

precisely the reason Congressman Barr's pointed question underscores: the law
expands government's powers generally, far beyond the scope of its anti-terrorism
efforts. The law's intrusive new surveillance powers can be used to investigate all

~easure to ensure that it actually maximizes national security with minimal
intrusion on liberty. To this end, we urge a three-prong analysis before the government implements any new measure that is touted as counterterrorist or prosecurity. First, any such measure must be genuinely effective, rather than just
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create a false sense of security. Second, any such measure should be implement-

THE NEW GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE POWERS CLEARLY MAKE Us LESS

ed in a non-discriminatory manner; government should not target any individuals based on their actual or perceived race, ethnic origin, or religion. Finally, if a

FREE BUT Do NOT CLEARLY MAKE Us MORE SAFE

security measure is found to be genuinely effective, the government should
implement it in a way that minimizes its adverse impact on fundamental free-

This new law vastly expands the government's power to monitor the communi-

doms, including due process, privacy, and equality. As a constitutional law professor I should note that this basic analytical framework closely mirrors the general approach that the U.S. Supreme Court has mandated for assessing the constitutionality of measures that infringe on constitutional rights.
Many measures that the government has adopted since September n do meet
these basic tests. This is true, for instance, of many aviation-security measures,
such as fortifying cockpit doors, using sky marshals on flights, and matching
luggage to passengers to ensure that no luggage is carried unless the person who

cations and transactions of countless innocent individuals who are not suspected
of any wrongdoing, let alone any involvement with terrorism. The government
tnerely has to allege that it is investigating international terrorism to then conduct massive fishing expeditions through the records of banks, credit bureaus,
hospitals, hotels and motels, libraries, telephone companies, and universities,
With minimal judicial oversight. Similarly, the new law also allows the government to intercept all online communications that pass through any computer, or
any service-provider, that the target of an investigation "might" use.

checked it is also a passenger on the same flight. These kinds of measures

" Congress came up with a tortured name for the law to generate its acronym, the
U.S.A.-Patriot'' Act." This acronym was part of the juggernaut toward the law's

demonstrably advance safety with no significant cost to freedom.

enactment with minimal debate, since it suggests that anyone who would dare

In contrast, too many other measures that have been adopted, or are being
considered, turn this equation upside down. They significantly invade freedom
with no demonstrable gain to safety. That is true for many of the provisions in

~o Vote against it is not patriotic. However, as one commentator quipped, when
it corn es to privacy and freedom, the law is not a Patriot Act, it's a Patriot Missile!'

the massive anti-terrorism legislation signed into law on October 26. The
ACLU's staff experts have written a series of briefing papers about various

dramatic adverse impact on personal privacy. But as discussed earlier, there is
also no basis for believing that it will actually advance national security. Experts

liberty-restricting aspects of the new law.2° Each one has a title that starts with

report that law enforcement and security officials are already collecting so much

the phrase, "How the Law ... " and I will list the remainder of each title, in

data-given their extensive monitoring powers even before the new law-that
th
ey cannot possibly process or analyze it all. In addition, no matter how carefully all the data might be combed, it will not yield any clues about the many
Potential terrorists who do not communicate electronically, or who do not comrnu nicate
· much at all.

alphabetical order:
-Allows for Detention and Deportation of People Engaging in
Innocent Associational Activity
-Enables Law Enforcement to Circumvent the Privacy
Protections Afforded in Criminal Cases
- Expands Law Enforcement Sneak and Peak Warrants
-Limits Judicial Oversight of Telephone and Internet Surveillance
-Permits Indefinite Detention of Immigrants Who Are Not
Terrorists
-Puts the CIA Back in the Business of Spying on Americans

1

AU of the stepped-up surveillance unleashed by the new law obviously has a

A recent issue of the newsletter of the National Defense Industrial Association
quoted national security experts who strongly condemned the U.S. government's
overreliance on high-tech surveillance pre-9/n as a colossal failure. Accordingly,
th
ese experts condemned the increased surveillance powers, post-9/11, as
exactly the wrong way to go-again, strictly from a security perspective. 23
TI-JE "DETAINEES" OR THE "DISAPPEARED"?

- Puts Financial Privacy at Risk
- Puts the Privacy of Student Records at Risk
-Would Convert Dissent into Broadly Defined "Terrorism"
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. Would like to stress just one more post-9/n U.S. policy that violates core
rights Without advancing national security: the government's shroud of secrecy
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over the hundreds of individuals who, by its own admission, have been

hardly armed enemy soldiers captured in combat. To the contrary, they were

"detained"-a euphemism for incarcerated-even though the vast majority of them

apparently law-abiding civilians living peacefully in our midst. Surely they too are
entitled at the very least to fair and humane treatment. And surely all of us are entitled at the very least to basic information about them so that we can assure this fair
and humane treatment.

apparently are not thought to have any information about terrorism, let alone any
involvement with it. Even beyond the very serious concerns about whether these
prisoners are being treated fairly or humanely, there is the overarching public concern about the total lack of information. The Bush administration has stonewalled
repeated requests from Congress, journalists, and citizens' groups for the most
basic information about these secret prisoners, including who they are, where
they are being held, whether they have been charged with any crimes or immigration violations, and whether they have access to lawyers or family members.
All we get from the attorney general are bland assurances that the legal rights
of these "detainees" are being respected. Alas, the actual information that has
come to light-from some former detainees who have managed to get lawyers

Significantly, the administration's secret detention policy has been criticized
by one of the most archconservative newspapers in the U.S., the Washington
Times, even though it has strongly supported other aspects of the administration's post-9/n anti-terrorism program. 24 Likewise, strong criticism of these
mass secret detentions has been voiced by a respected commentator who has
supported many of the administration's measures, the legal journalist Stuart
Taylor. He writes:
Not since the World War II internment of Japanese-Americans have
we locked up so many people for so long with so little explanation.
[We must] ensure that these people are treated with consideration
and respect, that they have every opportunity to establish their innocence and win release, and that they do not disappear for weeks or
months into our vast prison-jail complex without explanation. 25

and win release-has been far from reassuring. Some individuals have been held
for weeks, even months, without being charged. Systematic obstacles have
thwarted their access to counsel, and some even have been held incommunicado
from family members. Moreover, there are credible allegations of physical mistreatment at the hands of guards and other inmates.
I am glad that there has been so much attention paid to the situation of the

:hese critiques, by Stuart Taylor and the Washington Times, were issued back

three hundred captives from the U.S. military operations in Afghanistan being
held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Under international law, anyone captured in
combat is at least entitled to fair and humane treatment, as the Bush administra-

t

tion finally recognized in response to domestic and international pressure. Many

zhom are still incarcerated. In February 2002 the Independent newspaper in
h ondon featured an article about the plight of the so-called detainees, which
ad a shocking but all-too-accurate title: "The Disappeared."26

outside observers-including members of Congress and delegates from the
International Committee of the Red Cross-have inspected the conditions of confinement at Guantanamo to confirm that this humane standard is being honored.
I wish, though, that there was even a fraction of this amount of attention paid
to, or information gained about, the far greater number of individuals who have
been secretly imprisoned all over the U.S. as part of the post-9/n roundup.
According to the Bush administration, approximately 1200 such people had been
imprisoned as of November 2001, which was the last time it gave out numbers.
From all the information we have gleaned from various sources, we think the total

November 2001. Yet as of the time this piece is being completed, five months
ater, We still know almost nothing about these secret prisoners, hundreds of

lBE NEW SHROUD OF SECRECY OVER GOVERNMENT POLICIES

Jhe _Bush administration's stubborn refusal to reveal basic information about the
etainees is part of a larger shroud of secrecy that it is pulling over an increasing
range of government policies and actions post-9/n, all contrary to core principles of free speech and democratic governance.

ct· Among many other instances of such secrecy, the attorney general issued a

number of individuals who have been imprisoned since September II (many of
whom have been released after detentions of various lengths, ranging to up to
more than two months) is about two thousand. And, in contrast to the three hundred military captives in Guantanamo, these two thousand U.S. prisoners were

trective to all government agencies reversing the previous stance regarding
~equests under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). The previous stance had
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tion unless there were some specific legal obstacle or concern for resulting harm.
Under the new directive, the presumption is exactly the opposite-against disclo-

secrecy policies, we have also brought a number of lawsuits challenging a range

sure, and in favor of secrecy. Post-9/11, the government has also imposed a new
policy of automatically closing any immigration hearings to the press, the public,
and even family members, whenever the Justice Department so directs. There is
not even an explanation of the grounds for closure, let alone an opportunity to
challenge it.
The ACLU, along with diverse allies, has initiated a number of lawsuits to
challenge the government's unprecedented new secrecy policies. These lawsuits are based on common-law principles, constitutional guarantees of free
speech and due process, and federal and state freedom-of-information
statutes . As of this writing, two such lawsuits have resulted in court rulings
and both were resounding victories for the ACLU and all advocates of open

of other civil liberties violations in the wake of the terrorist attacks - everything
from suppression of dissent, to wholesale discrimination against completely lawabiding non-citizens, to airport strip-searches based on religious profiling without any individualized suspicion.
I am optimistic that we can count on the judges in these cases, and others that
Will arise in the context of the new counterterrorism campaign, to fulfill their
intended constitutional role as the ultimate safety-net for the rights of individu~ls and minority groups. Under the U.S. Constitution, the federal courts are
intentionally insulated from majoritarian political processes, so that they are better situated to resist pressures to invade relatively unpopular rights of relatively
disempowered individuals and groups.

the post-9/11 detainees are apparently being incarcerated-to disclose certain
basic identifying information about all such individuals in their custody. New
Jersey Superior Court Judge Arthur D'Italia strongly condemned the adminis-

To be sure, there are shameful episodes in American history when the courts
did not fulfill their intended role and simply rubber-stamped rights violations
th
at government officials asserted in the name of national security. One dramatic
example is the U .S. Supreme Court's sanctioning of the internment of approxi~ately 120,000 Japanese-Americans during World War II, based on the executive branch's unsubstantiated assertions that these individuals posed threats of

tration's "secret arrest" policy as "odious to a democracy."' 7
Second, a federal trial court struck down the government's new closure policy
for immigration hearings. In holding that this policy violates core First

espionage or sabotage.' 9 However, this decision and others in the same vein
have been universally repudiated, so I am hopeful that current judges will have
learned from their predecessors' mistakes.

Amendment principles and precedents, Judge Nancy G. Edmunds of the federal

So far, the ACLU's post-9/n court record bears out this optimism . As I just

district court in Detroit stated: "Openness is necessary for the public to maintain
confidence in the value and soundness of the government's actions, as secrecy

noted, we have won two lower court victories in challenges to government secrecy
policies. We also won a resounding victory in the only one of our many pending
lawsuits that has come to a conclusion with a final judicial ruling. We represented

government.
First, a New Jersey trial court ordered officials of that state-where most of

~nly breeds suspicion."28
These rulings are welcome indications that the courts will appropriately scrutinize government measures that infringe on constitutional freedoms and not
simply defer to executive branch assertions that such measures are warranted in
the compelling cause of countering terrorism. In short, these judges are looking
behind the anti-terrorist label and insisting on actual evidence that each measure
really is justified.

a group called School of the Americas Watch, which monitors the School of the
ttnericas (SOA) at Fort Benning in Columbus, Georgia. The school (which in
anuary 2001 was renamed the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security
~ooperation) trains military personnel from Latin America, and SOA Watch
along With other critics, including Amnesty International) maintains that many

~O~ graduates have committed egregious human rights abuses throughout

In addition to the ACLU's lawsuits challenging various post- 9/11 government

attn America. Since its founding in 1990, SOA Watch has held an annual
deinonstration at the school. It has always been peaceful, with no damage to any
Person or property. This year, though, the city government sought a court order
to Prevent the planned demonstration, invoking generalized national security
concerns. The government stressed that Fort Benning has been on a state of
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"high alert" since September II and it relied on a purported "war exception" to
the First Amendment's free-expression guarantee.
U.S. Magistrate-Judge Mallon Faircloth issued an excellent oral opinion from
the bench, strongly upholding free speech rights and rejecting the government's
asserted "war exception." Even more important, the judge's rationale applies to
all cherished freedoms. First, Judge Faircloth noted an important general point
that is too often overlooked, given the wartime rhetoric we are constantly hearing-we are not actually at war! In his words: "Only Congress has the constitutional power to declare war. That has not happened." Judge Faircloth further
noted:

4 · William Safire, "Seizing Dictatorial Power," New York Times, November 15, 2001, A-31.
5· William Safire, "Military Tribunals Modified," New York Times, March 1, 2002, A-37-

War does not, in and of itself, add anything to the constitutional
powers. At the same time, it does not remove any constitutional
limitations safeguarding basic liberties of the people. Wartime or
not, we learned through the Japanese experience in World War II,
when we made some awful mistakes, [a national emergency] is not
a time to blanketly abridge constitutionally guaranteed rights. 30

I am hopeful that Judge Faircloth's wise words foreshadow other judicial rulings-and, for that matter, other decisions by government officials-in our
ongoing fight to remain both safe and free. We look forward to continuing to
collaborate with our ideologically diverse allies, inside and outside government,
to promote these dual, interrelated goals.
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